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Chapter 1  Atmospheric and Oceanic Simulation

Coupling effect of atmosphere and ocean models with different horizontal resolution has been investigated. Three AGCMs

(T213L56, T106L56, and T42L20) and two OGCM (1/4 degree × 1/6 degree L48 and 1 degree × 1 degree L44) are coupled

each other and their performances are compared. In any coupling, there is no climate drift. This suggests that when each

model is well tuned in energy and mass balance, climate-drift may not happen when it is coupled each other.

By using these models, Kuroshio around Japan was investigated. The Kuroshio tends to flow northward when the medium

resolution model is used. It is shown that the high resolution ocean model is necessary for simulating the Kuroshio separation

around Japan. Resolution of the atmospheric component is also important. When the resolution of AGCM is low, the variability

of the Kuroshio becomes larger. It is suggested that proper resolution for both atmosphere and ocean components is necessary.

Effectiveness of the time-slice method is also investigated. It is demonstrated that when AGCM is integrated without an air-

sea interaction, more energy and water is supplied from the ocean. Therefore, results tend to show more precipitation and warmer

temperature over land. However, the difference is not so large and qualitative conclusion so far obtained seems to be acceptable.
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1. Introduction
In 2005 fiscal year, analysis on simulation results conduct-

ed in 2004 fiscal year and model development have been con-

ducted. For model development, effect of resolution of atmos-

pheric and ocean components has been investigated. Then, the

effectiveness of the time-slice method has been investigated

by using the high-resolution climate model results.

2. Effects of the horizontal resolution of atmospheric
and oceanic component models in the climate model
In order to investigate an impact of horizontal resolution in

atmospheric and oceanic components, an coupled model sys-

tem, where component models with different resolution can be

interchanged, has been developed. Atmospheric component

models are T213L56 (denoted to be uA), T106L56 (hA) and

T42L20 (mA), and oceanic component models are 1/4 degree ×

1/6 degree L48 (hO) and 1 degree × 1 degree L44 (mO).

Hereafter, a coupled model with T213L56 and 1/4 × 1/6 L48 is

shown as uAhO. Time integrations have been conducted under

the present climate condition (see Table1). In any coupling, we

can simulate well the present climate without any flux adjust-

ment. When each component model is well tuned in energy and

mass balance, it is shown that interchange of components does

not cause a climate drift. It should be noted that most of physi-

cal processes are common in each component model.

In Fig. 1, differences of annual mean SST between obser-

vation (1961-90) and model simulation are shown. In gener-

al, the differences are within 1~2°C. Although time integra-

tion period is not sufficient, the RMS difference is minimum

in uAhO and it is expected that performance of the climate

model can be improved by introducing high resolution com-

ponent models. 

models Initials Period of integration

uAhO A certain time of hAhO model integration 28years

uAhO Several tens of year integrated state from observed SST and Sea-ice 100years

mAhO A long-term integration of hAhO model 40years

hAmO Same as above 90years

mAmO Several hundreds of year spin-upof thecoupled model after about 2000 year spin-up of OGCM only. More than 2000years

Table 1  Details of coupled models
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Then, performance of the Kuroshio around the Japan

Island is investigated. In Fig. 2,  long term averaged SSTs

and currents at 100 m depth are shown. When the medium

resolution OGCM is used, the width of the Kuroshio

becomes wider and tends to flow northward. This is shown

in mAmO and hAmO. On the contrary, the Kuroshio current

and location of the Kuroshio separation are well represented

in hAhO and mAhO. These results are consistent with previ-

ous results.

However, when hAhO and mAhO are compared, the dif-

ference can be noted. The location of the Kuroshio separa-

tion is shifted slightly northward in mAhO than in hAhO.

Furthermore, it is shown that the variability of the location

of the Kuroshio separation  is larger in mAhO.

In summary, a high resolution OGCM is indispensable in

representing the Kuroshio current, but resolution of atmos-

pheric models is also very important. What kind of combina-

tion is good is the future topic.

3. Effectiveness of the time-slice method
In order to conduct downscaling, a fine resolution AGCM

is integrated by giving SST distribution computed by the

coarse atmosphere-ocean coupled model. This method is

called a time-slice method. However, it is not yet evaluated

to what degree this method is accurate. In our case, we have

conducted the simulation of the high-resolution climate

model. Then, we have integrated the atmospheric component

model by giving the SST obtained by the coupled model

(denoted to be AGCM-run, and the coupled model run is

denoted to be CGCM-run).  The simulation period is the

northern summer period (June-August). It should be noted

that the atmospheric component model is the same and the

daily-averaged SST is common in both run. Only difference

is a transient atmosphere-ocean interaction. 

As an air-sea interaction does not work in AGCM-run,

more energy and moisture are supplied in the AGCM-run.

Then, surface temperature over the land region tends to be

larger in AGCM-run than in CGM-run. It is suggested that

this is due to the increase of the downward long-wave flux,

because the moisture in the atmosphere is increased. 

In summary, it is shown that there exists a systematic bias

in evaporation in the time-slice method. This causes an

increase of rainfall and surface temperature over the land

area. Its effect is not so large, but 20% increase of the dates

of more than 20 mm/day around Japan is shown. When we

apply the simulation results to the application issue, we

should note this difference (see, Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1  Differencesof the annual mean SST between the observed values (1961-1990) and simulations (°C). Period of model

integrations are shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 2  Averaged SST and currents at 100 m depth.

Fig. 3  Frequency distribution of daily precipitation around Japan (130-138E, 32-38N).

AGCM-run is shown in red and CGCM-run is shown in blue. (a) represents the present climate and (b) represents

the global warming climate.
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